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PICTURE BOOKS

Dog’s First Baby
A Board Book
By Natalie Nelson

Dog likes his routines: spending time with his humans, eating, sleeping,
and playing. But one day, a new arrival changes everything. What
is this unfamiliar creature? Is it a dog, or something else? As Dog
investigates, he slowly comes to appreciate his loud and silly new
sibling. She does drop food on the ground, after all . . .
In a charming blend of cute text and colorful imagery, author and
illustrator Natalie Nelson captures the wonder and humor of a new
family member through a dog’s eyes. Sure to delight kids and adults
alike, this unique take on new introductions promises to become an
instant classic and go-to gift for new parents with beloved pets and
a baby on the way.
NATALIE NELSON is an illustrator, picture-book

maker, and collage artist. Trained in graphic design
and illustration, she works in a mixed-media hybrid
of cut paper, collage, and digital art. Her illustrated work includes five books for Groundwood Books,
including A Storytelling of Ravens and How Emily Saved the Bridge, and
her art is in demand from such prestigious clients as the New York
Times, Washington Post, Time, Teach for America, Vox Media, and
Mailchimp. She lives with her husband, their dog Coach, and their
baby. Find her at natalieknelson.com.
Residence: Atlanta, GA

Subject:

ISBN 978-1-68369-279-9

Juvenile Fiction - Family New Baby

$9.99 USD

Juvenile Fiction - Animals Dogs
Juvenile Fiction - Animals Pets

7 × 7, 14 spreads
4c board book
with rounded corners
Age range: 2–5

TO REGISTER INTEREST: rights@quirkbooks.com

A heartwarming story
told from the perspective
of a skeptical dog
meeting a peculiar
new family member.

All rights available

Publication Date:
October 5, 2021
Final PDF Available:
June 2021
Sample Manuscript Available:
March 2021
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Won’t You Be My
Neighbor?
A Mister Rogers Poetry Book
By Fred Rogers
Illustrated by Luke Flowers

For the first time ever, Mister Rogers’s beloved opening theme song
is in board book form to share with the youngest readers. Follow
Mister Rogers through the neighborhood as he welcomes readers
into his world, meeting familiar faces and new friends alike with
kindness and respect. Featuring bright, upbeat illustrations by Luke
Flowers and sweet lyrics that fans will know by heart, this edition
is a perfect introduction to the joy of Mister Rogers and a giftable
companion to the New York Times best-selling treasury A Beautiful Day
in the Neighborhood (Quirk Books, 2019).
FRED ROGERS was many things—a minister, a

musician, a puppeteer, a television star, a friend to
children for generations, and, most of all, a very
good neighbor. For over 30 years, he created and
hosted the groundbreaking educational television
series Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood, which worked to instill kindness,
self-esteem, and emotional intelligence in his child viewers. He received the Presidential Medal of Freedom and was inducted into
the Television Hall of Fame, among other distinguished honors.
LUKE FLOWERS has illustrated over 42 children’s

books, including his author/illustrator debut series
Moby Shinobi, a Scholastic Easy Reader that has
sold 800,000+ copies across three books since 2016.
Luke’s artwork explores a wide range of styles and
techniques and has been featured in over 36 gallery shows in Los
Angeles, New York, and Colorado. He also enjoys puppeteering,
playing banjo, and going on adventures with his wife and three kids
in Colorado Springs, Colorado. You can see more of his work at
lukeflowerscreative.com.
© 2020 The Fred Rogers Company All rights reserved.
Special conditions and approval procedures apply to this and other licensed/pop culture branded titles.
Please discuss with your Quirk Books representative

Subject:

ISBN 978-1-68369-199-0

Juvenile Fiction Social Themes - Friendship

$9.99 USD

Juvenile Fiction Social Themes Emotions & Feelings
Juvenile Fiction Media Tie-In

4

All Rights Available

Publication Date:
August 4, 2020

7 x 7, 24 pages
4c board book
Word Count:
Approx 100 words
Age Range: 2–5 years

TO REGISTER INTEREST: rights@quirkbooks.com

PICTURE BOOKS

It’s You I Like
A Mister Rogers Poetry Book
By Fred Rogers
Illustrated by Luke Flowers

For the first time ever, Mister Rogers’s heartwarming song “It’s You
I Like” is in board book form to share with the youngest readers.
Featuring a diverse array of families and friendships, the affirming
lyrics and illustrations convey Mister Rogers’s singular warmth and
belief that every child is special and loved. This edition is a perfect
introduction to the joy of Mister Rogers and a giftable companion
to the New York Times treasury A Beautiful Day in the Neighborhood
(Quirk Books, 2019).
FRED ROGERS was many things—a minister, a

musician, a puppeteer, a television star, a friend to
children for generations, and, most of all, a very
good neighbor. For over 30 years, he created and
hosted the groundbreaking educational television
series Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood, which worked to instill kindness,
self-esteem, and emotional intelligence in his child viewers. He received the Presidential Medal of Freedom and was inducted into
the Television Hall of Fame, among other distinguished honors.
LUKE FLOWERS has illustrated over 42 children’s

books, including his author/illustrator debut series
Moby Shinobi, a Scholastic Easy Reader that has
sold 800,000+ copies across three books since 2016.
Luke’s artwork explores a wide range of styles and
techniques and has been featured in over 36 gallery shows in Los
Angeles, New York, and Colorado. He also enjoys puppeteering,
playing banjo, and going on adventures with his wife and three kids
in Colorado Springs, Colorado. You can see more of his work at
lukeflowerscreative.com.
© 2020 The Fred Rogers Company All rights reserved.
Special conditions and approval procedures apply to this and other licensed/pop culture branded titles.
Please discuss with your Quirk Books representative

Subject:

ISBN 978-1-68369-201-0

Juvenile Fiction Social Themes –
Self-Esteem & Self-Reliance

$9.99 USD

All Rights Available

Publication Date:
August 4, 2020

7 x 7, 24 pages, 4c board
book

Juvenile Fiction Social Themes Emotions & Feelings

Word Count: Approx 100
words

Juvenile Fiction - Media Tie-In

Age Range: 2–5 years

TO REGISTER INTEREST: rights@quirkbooks.com
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A Beautiful Day in the
Neighborhood
The Poetry of Mister Rogers
By Fred Rogers
Illustrated by Luke Flowers

For the first time ever, 75 beloved songs from Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood
and The Children’s Corner are collected in this charmingly illustrated
treasury, sure to be cherished by generations of children as well as
the millions of adults who grew up with Mister Rogers.
From funny to sweet, silly to sincere, the lyrics of Mister Rogers
explore such universal topics as feelings, new siblings, everyday life,
imagination, and more. Through these songs—as well as endearing
puppets and honest conversations—Mister Rogers instilled in his
young viewers the values of kindness, self-awareness, and self-esteem.
But most of all, he taught children that they are loved, just as they
are. Perfect for bedtime, sing-along, or quiet time alone, this beautiful book of meaningful poetry is for every child—including the
child inside of every one of us.
FRED ROGERS was many things—a minister, a

musician, a puppeteer, a television star, a friend to
children for generations, and, most of all, a very
good neighbor. For over 30 years, he created and
hosted the groundbreaking educational television
series Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood, which worked to instill kindness,
self-esteem, and emotional intelligence in his child viewers. He received the Presidential Medal of Freedom and was inducted into
the Television Hall of Fame, among other distinguished honors.

I Love to Shine
I love to shine, I love to shine
I love to let what’s in me
Shine outside.
I love to shine, I love to shine
I love to let what’s in me
Shine outside.

We add to all the world
Our special luster
So shine on, friends,
And never question why.
We love to shine,
We love to shine
We love to let what’s in us
Shine outside.
We love to let what’s in us
Shine outside.

The world needs all the light
That we can muster
Each moon and star and comet
In the sky.

LUKE FLOWERS has illustrated over 42 children’s

books, including his author/illustrator debut series
Moby Shinobi, a Scholastic Easy Reader that has
sold 800,000+ copies across three books since 2016.
Luke’s artwork explores a wide range of styles and
techniques and has been featured in over 36 gallery shows in Los
Angeles, New York, and Colorado. He also enjoys puppeteering,
playing banjo, and going on adventures with his wife and three kids
in Colorado Springs, Colorado. You can see more of his work at
lukeflowerscreative.com.

Mister Rogers’ Invitation

32

MrRogers_interior_011619.indd 32

Would you like to ride a trolley
Along that trolley track?
Or crawl right through the underpass—
Right through and then right back?

Would you like to meet the tiger
Who lives there in that clock?
Or see that Eiffel Tower
And hear a French man talk?
Would you like to use a telephone?
2/7/19 2:53 PM
MrRogers_interior_011619.indd
It’s a tin can on a string
That lets you reach the castle
Where a most majestic king
His Majesty King Friday
is in charge of everything!

33 here,
Then pop into this house
Come in and visit me.
There’s lots for us to see and hear
And think and do and2/7/19
feel2:53and
PM be.

33

My name is Mister Rogers.
I’m glad that you are near.
You’ve made this day a special day
By just your being here.

© 2020 The Fred Rogers Company All rights reserved.
Special conditions and approval procedures apply to this and other licensed/pop culture branded titles.
Please discuss with your Quirk Books representative

Subject:

ISBN 978-1-68369-113-6

Juvenile Nonfiction Poetry - General

$19.99 USD

Juvenile Fiction Social Themes Emotions & Feelings
Juvenile Nonfiction Performing Arts Television & Radio

6

611/16 x 83/4, 144 pages
4c hardcover with jacket

MrRogers_interior_011619.indd 14

LTD Net Sales: 180,000

2/7/19 2:52 PM

MrRogers_interior_011619.indd 15

2/7/19 2:52 PM

Publication Date:
March 2019

Rights Sold: Romanian
(Didactica)

Word Count: Approx 10,000
words
Age Range: 6–8 years

TO REGISTER INTEREST: rights@quirkbooks.com
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The GayBCs
By M. L. Webb

A joyful celebration of LGBTQ+ vocabulary for kids of all ages! A
playdate extravaganza transforms into a celebration of friendship,
love, and identity as four friends sashay out of all the closets, dress
up in a wardrobe fit for kings and queens, and discover the wonder
of imagination. From A is for Aro and Ace to F is for Family to Q is for
Queer, debut author/illustrator M. L. Webb’s bright illustrations and
lively, inclusive poems delight in the beauty of embracing one’s truest
self. A glossary in the back offers opportunity for further discussion
of terms and identities. The GayBCs is perfect for fans of A Is for
Activist and Feminist Baby—showing kids and adults alike that every
identity is worthy of being celebrated.
M. L. WEBB is an author, illustrator, and graphic designer who spends his free time getting lost in
Central Park. He was born and raised in McMinnville,
Tennessee, and now lives in New York City.

PRAISE FOR THE GAYBCS:

A Red Tricycle Best Kids Book of 2019
“For many kids, this will encourage important conversations about
identity and sexuality, as well as offer those who might be questioning their own identities the space to see themselves.”—Booklist
“The perfect way to teach your kiddos LGBTQ+ vocab while cele
brating the beauty of embracing yourself and others.”
—KIWI Magazine

is for ARO and ACE.
Words we use to say
that love and attraction
may be felt in many ways.

GayBCs_BoardBooks.indd 1

is for BI.
You can shout it out loud:
“I like more than one gender
and that makes me proud!”

11/16/20 12:25 PM

GayBCs_BoardBooks.indd 2

11/16/20 12:25 PM

“For the child with two Mommies or two Daddies, and for the kids
in that child's preschool session...or it might make a great gift for
the adult who still possesses the wonder of a child. Or for an adult,
just because.”—Terri Schlichenmeyer, The Bookworm Sez
“An invaluable resource for demystifying LGBTQ+ vocab for kids..
packed with the type of positive messages I love sharing with my
kids and I want all kids to hear: "Brave, creative, and strong. You
are special and loved, and you'll always belong.”—Dad Suggests
“A great way to introduce 26 words to kids while teaching them to read.”
—GeekDad

is for QUEER.
An inclusive term.
It’s used to show pride,
unite, and affirm!

GayBCs txt_des6_6.4.indd 20

Subject:

ISBN 978-1-68369-162-4

Juvenile Nonfiction - LGBT

$14.99 USD

Juvenile Nonfiction Concepts - Alphabet

8 x 8, 40 pages
4c hardcover

Juvenile Nonfiction Social Topics Emotions & Feelings

Word Count: Approx 600
words

Rights Sold: Audio
(Findaway)

is for RESPECT.
It’s the right decision
to treat everyone fairly;
make it your mission.

8/14/19 5:42 PM

GayBCs txt_des6_6.4.indd 21

8/14/19 5:42 PM

Publication Date:
October 2019

Age Range: 4–8 years

TO REGISTER INTEREST: rights@quirkbooks.com
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Let’s Find Momo
Outdoors!
A Hide and Seek Adventure with Momo and Boo
By Andrew Knapp

Beloved border collie dog Momo is back...if you can find him! In
this follow-up to Let’s Find Momo!, spend a day with Momo as he
sets off on a nature adventure. From the mountains to the beach
to camping under the stars, young readers will delight in finding
Momo in unexpected and beautiful locations. Plus, Momo has an
adorable new puppy friend: Boo!
In this sturdy board book kids can keep the game going—and learn
new words—by searching for objects in each picture. With stunning
photographs, bright colors, and Momo’s friendly face on every page,
Let’s Find Momo Outdoors! delivers exactly what fans loved in the previous
Momo books—with plenty of new sights to see and objects to find.
ANDREW KNAPP is a graphic designer and

photographer currently based in Vancouver. His
Instagram feed featuring photos of Momo is an
internet sensation, counting 640,000-plus followers
and growing every day. His books about Momo
include Find Momo, Find Momo Coast to Coast, Find Momo Across Europe,
Let’s Find Momo!, and Let’s Find Momo Outdoors! Momo is an adorable
brown-eyed border collie, Andrew’s BFF, and a genius at hiding.
Boo is Momo’s new and equally cute puppy companion. Say hello
at letsfindmomo.com.
Author residence: Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

Subject:

ISBN 978-1-68369-262-1

Juvenile Nonfiction Animals - Dogs

$9.99 USD

Juvenile Nonfiction Games & Activities – General
Juvenile Nonfiction Photography

8

8 x 8, 24 pages,
4c board book

Explore the great
outdoors with Momo the
adorable dog and his
new puppy companion Boo
in this bright, friendly
board book! Babies,
toddlers, and parents
will love playing hideand-seek with Momo.

Rights Sold: French (Grandes
Personnes)

Publication Date:
May 25, 2021
Final PDF Available: Now

Word Count: 72
Age Range: 2–5 years

TO REGISTER INTEREST: rights@quirkbooks.com

PICTURE BOOKS

Let’s Find Momo!
A Hide-and-Seek Board Book
by Andrew Knapp

He’s back! Everyone’s favorite hide-and-seek border collie dog
returns in Let’s Find Momo, a kid-friendly photography board book
that features Momo the dog hiding on a farm, in a bookstore, at a
construction site, and in other unlikely locations. (The photos are
also loaded with other hidden objects for kids and parents to find
together.) Perfect for bedtime reading, car trips, playtime, or anytime, Let’s Find Momo is part art book, part puzzle book, and all fun!
ANDREW KNAPP is a freelance interface de-

signer, photographer, and tireless traveler from
Northern Ontario. His Instagram feed @andrewknapp
featuring photographs of his border collie Momo
is an internet sensation, with 650,000 followers and
counting . MOMO is Andrew’s best buddy, an excellent traveling
companion, and a genius at hiding in beautifully composed landscape
photography. Let’s Find Momo is his third collaboration with Andrew,
following Find Momo (Quirk, 2014) and Find Momo Coast to Coast
(Quirk, 2015).

LET’S FIND...

ALSO AVAILABLE
Series: Find Momo is an adorable border collie who loves to play
hide-and-seek with you! Look for him hiding in the stunningly beautiful photography of his best friend, Andrew Knapp

MOMO

HOT DOG

TOY

HAT

Find Momo
ISBN 978-1-59474-678-9

Let's find Momo_interior.indd 1

Find Momo Coast to Coast
ISBN 978-1-59474-762-5

BALL

MOMO

JUMP ROPE

GLOVE

Let's find Momo_interior.indd 3

ISBN 978-1-59474-958-2

Juvenile Nonfiction Animals - Dogs

$9.99 USD

Juvenile Nonfiction Games & Activities – General
Juvenile Nonfiction Photography

8 x 8, 24 pages,
4c board book

Let's find Momo_interior.indd 2

10/25/16 11:24 AM

10/25/16 11:24 AM

Let's find Momo_interior.indd 4

10/25/16 11:24 AM

LET’S FIND...

Find Momo Across Europe
ISBN 978-1-68369-106-8

Subject:

10/25/16 11:24 AM

LTD Net Sales: 60,000

Publication Date:
March 2017

Rights Sold: Dutch, (Condor/
WPG Kindermedia), French
(Les Grandes Personnes)

Word Count: 72
Age Range: 2–5 years

TO REGISTER INTEREST: rights@quirkbooks.com
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School of Rock
Based on the film written by Mike White
Illustrated by Kim Smith
Story adapted by Rebecca Gyllenhaal

School of Rock hit screens in 2003 and it was an instant hit, remaining
the highest grossing music-themed comedy for over a decade. Now
fans can enjoy the hilarious and heartwarming story as an adorable
full-color picture book!
It’s just another ordinary day at Horace Green Elementary School,
and the students think they’re getting just another ordinary substitute
teacher. What arrives instead is Dewey Finn, a washed-up musician
who whisks them off on a totally rocking adventure. After Dewey
hears the kids practicing in music class, he realizes he has another
chance at his greatest dream: winning the Battle of the Bands. But
when the parents discover what Dewey has been teaching their kids,
will the School of Rock even be able to compete?
With all the iconic moments and laugh-out-loud lines of the original, this Pop Classic’s charm and spirit shine on every page. The
delightful story of a diverse and passionate group of children coming
into their own is a must-have for fans of the film, parents of musical
kids, and anyone who’s ever stuck it to the man!
MIKE WHITE is a writer, actor, director, and producer. He is the

screenwriter behind School of Rock, among other films and TV shows.
KIM SMITH has illustrated all the books in Quirk’s

Pop Classics series. A graduate of the Alberta
College of Art and Design, she lives in Western
Canada.

COVER TO BE REVEALED

For those about to read
. . . we salute you!

Author residence: Calgary, Alberta, Canada
TM & © 2021 Paramount Pictures. All rights reserved.

Subject:

ISBN 978-1-68369-266-9

Juvenile Fiction Performing Arts - Music

$18.99 USD

Juvenile Fiction - Media Tie-In
Juvenile Fiction Social Themes New Experience
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All rights available

Publication Date:
August 17, 2021

9 × 11, 40 pages,
4c hardcover with jacket

Final PDF Available:
April 2021

Age Range: 4–8 years

Sample Manuscript Available:
March 2021

TO REGISTER INTEREST: rights@quirkbooks.com

PICTURE BOOKS

Pop Classics Series
Pop Culture Faves for a New Generation!
Parents can share their pop culture favorites with the next generation with lively and colorful picture books that reimagine iconic moments
and characters from TV and movie classics. Kids will love the timeless stories, and parents will love a little nostalgia at bedtime.

Home Alone

Home Alone2: Lost in New York

E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial

ISBN 978-1-59474-858-5

ISBN 978-1-68369-136-5

ISBN 978-1-68369-010-8

The X-Files: Earth Children Are
Weird

™ & © 2020 by Twentieth Century Fox Film
Corporation. All rights reserved.

™ & © 2020 by Twentieth Century Fox Film
Corporation. All rights reserved.

© 2018 Universal Studios. E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial
is a trademark and copyright of Universal Studios.
All rights reserved.

Back to the Future

Buffy the Vampire Slayer

The Karate Kid

Elf

ISBN 978-1-68369-023-8

ISBN 978-1-68369-069-6

ISBN 978-1-68369-092-4

ISBN 978-1-68369-220-1

© 2018 Universal Studios. Back to the Future is a
trademark and copyright of Universal Studios and
U-Drive Joint Venture. All Rights Reserved.

™ & © 2018 Twentieth Century Fox Film
Corporation. All rights reserved.

™ & © 2019 CTMG Industries, Inc. All rights
reserved.

Copyright © 2020 New Line Productions, Inc. ELF
and all related characters and elements © & ™
New Line Productions, Inc.

ISBN 978-1-59474-979-7
™ & © 2018 by Twentieth Century Fox Film
Corporation. All rights reserved.

OVER
00
600,0
!
SOLD
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The Wild World
Handbook: Habitats
How Adventurers, Artists, Scientists—
and You—Can Protect the Earth
By Andrea Debbink

The wonder of the natural world surrounds us—from the Amazon
rainforest to the snowy peaks of Mount Everest to the green spaces
in big cities. And as the threat of climate change grows, it’s more
important than ever to show appreciation for our planet by taking
action.
The first book in a middle grade series for young environmental
activists and nature lovers, The Wild World Handbook offers a roadmap for change and an invitation to explore the outdoors, alongside
surprising facts and hands-on activities. Featuring nine habitats from
around the globe, each section includes diverse biographies of outdoor
adventurers, scientists, and artists who used their passion and skills
to become bold allies for Earth’s natural diversity and resiliency.
INSIDE YOU WILL FIND:

•
•
•
•
•

Nine Amazing Habitats
Eighteen Inspiring Biographies
Nine Kid-Friendly DIY Activities
Nine Fun Field Trips
And much more!
ANDREA DEBBINK is the author of several

books for kids and a former editor at American Girl
magazine. Her favorite way to explore our wild
world is hiking a trail or kayaking a river. She lives
and writes in Madison, Wisconsin, and you can
learn more about her at AndreaDebbink.com.

Packed with real-life tales of
adventure, breathtaking illustrations,
and practical tools, this handbook
is an inspiring guide for the next
generation of climate activists,
conservationists, and nature lovers.

Author residence: Madison, WI

ASIA ORLANDO is an illustrator and digital artist based in Am-

sterdam. She is the founder of #OurPlanetWeek, an illustration
movement aimed at promoting environmental awareness.

Subject:

ISBN 978-1-68369-246-1

Juvenile Nonfiction - Science
& Nature - Environmental
Conservation & Protection

$19.99 USD

Juvenile Nonfiction - Social
Activism & Volunteering

67/8 × 81/2, 232 pages
4c paperback

All rights available

Publication Date:
May 25, 2021
Final PDF Available:
Now

Age Range: 8–12

Juvenile Nonfiction - Science
& Nature - Earth Sciences
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The Wild World
Handbook: Creatures
How Adventurers, Artists, Scientists—and You—
Can Protect Earth's Animals
By Andrea Debbink

We share this beautiful planet we call home with countless living
creatures, from monarch butterflies and falcons to koalas and
dolphins. And just like us, animals everywhere are faced with the
growing threat of climate change.
Featuring seven categories of animals, this handbook offers a roadmap
for change and an invitation to explore the outdoors with fascinating
facts, hope-filled stories, and hands-on STEAM activities. Each
section includes biographies of adventurers, scientists, and artists
from all over the world who used their passion and skills to become
bold allies for nature.
As the second of two illustrated middle grade guides, The Wild World
Handbook: Creatures seeks to empower young readers to appreciate
and protect Planet Earth and its inhabitants.
INSIDE YOU WILL FIND:

•
•
•
•
•

Seven Incredible Categories of Creatures
Fourteen Inspiring Biographies
Seven Kid-Friendly DIY Activities
Seven Fun Field Trips
And much more!
ANDREA DEBBINK is a writer and editor with

more than a decade of experience in publishing. A
former editor at American Girl magazine, where she
specialized in creating nonfiction content that
empowered girls to explore their potential, she is
the award-winning author of Spark: A Guide to Ignite the Creativity Inside
You and Think for Yourself: The Ultimate Guide to Critical Thinking in an
Age of Information Overload. Visit her at andreadebbink.com.

PACKED WITH REAL-LIFE TALES OF
ADVENTURE, BREATHTAKING ILLUSTRATIONS,
AND PRACTICAL TOOLS, THIS HANDBOOK
IS AN INSPIRING GUIDE FOR THE NEXT
GENERATION OF CLIMATE ACTIVISTS,
CONSERVATIONISTS, AND NATURE LOVERS.

Author residence: Madison, WI

ASIA ORLANDO is an illustrator and digital artist based in Am-

sterdam. She is the founder of #OurPlanetWeek, an illustration
movement aimed at promoting environmental awareness.

Subject:

ISBN 978-1-68369-268-3

Juvenile Nonfiction - Science
& Nature - Environmental
Conservation & Protection

$19.99 USD

Juvenile Nonfiction - Social
Activism & Volunteering

All rights available

Publication Date:
November 2, 2021

67/8 × 81/2, 232 pages
4c paperback

Final PDF Available:
July 2021

Age range: 8–12

Sample Manuscript Available:
March 2021

Juvenile Nonfiction Animals - General
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Little Kid, Big City!:
New York
By Beth Beckman; Illustrated by Holley Maher

If a kid were given the opportunity to lead a tour of New York
City, where would they go? In this brand-new series, an illustrated
travel guide collides with an interactive format, allowing readers to
imagine, create, and explore their own routes through the greatest
cities on the planet. (Next stop, London!)
With fun and detailed illustrations and dozens of forks in the road,
Little Kid, Big City is a new way for kids to take part in their travels
and invent their own adventures.
BETH BECKMAN is the editor and founder of

the namesake website, Little Kid, Big City, and is
trusted by parents across the country as an authority on traveling with kiddos. An avid explorer and
adventure seeker, she provides travel and activity
recommendations on her Instagram account of the same name. You
can find her online at littlekidbigcity.com.
Author residence: New York, NY

HOLLEY MAHER is an artist in the broadest

Illustrator residence: Nashville, TN
42

43

Want to see the bustling center of NYC?

LKBCNY_map2.indd 1

sense—a multi-instrumentalist, singer-songwriter,
producer, author, illustrator, and renowned stationery
designer behind Wink Wink Paper Co. Her songs
have been licensed around the world for film and
television, including ad campaigns for such brands as Ikea, Nutella,
Cheerios, Birchbox, and Pangaea Jewelry, and her illustrations have
been featured on countless album covers and magazines.
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INCLUDES
A FOLDOUT
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ISBN 978-1-68369-244-7

Juvenile Nonfiction - Travel

$19.99 USD

Juvenile Nonfiction Lifestyles - City & Town Life

8 × 10, 88 pages
4c hardcover

Juvenile Nonfiction - History Exploration & Discovery

Age Range: 7 and up

All rights available

Publication Date:
February 2, 2021

NEXT STOP
LONDON!
COMING SUMMER 2021
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Little Kid, Big City!:
London
By Beth Beckman; Illustrated by Holley Maher

If you could have an adventure in London, where would you go?
Would you hop on the Tube to visit Buckingham Palace, find a
tasty lunch on Brick Lane, or pass the time with Big Ben? Follow
along with a family of two Black moms, their adventurous daughter,
and her adorable corgi as they explore London. Create your own
itinerary and choose which places to visit at the end of every page.
Whether you’re an armchair traveler or a real-life tourist, there are
dozens of ways to explore iconic sights, venture to nearby locales,
and wander off the beaten path.
In this second book in the Little Kid, Big City series—in which travel
guides collide with an interactive format—kids are empowered to
imagine, create, and explore their own routes through the world’s
greatest cities. Featuring intricate illustrations, a diverse and lovable
cast of characters, an invaluable resources section, and a fun foldout
map, Little Kid, Big City!: London has everything you need to invent
your own adventure!
BETH BECKMAN is the editor and founder of

the namesake website, Little Kid, Big City, and is
trusted by parents across the country as an authority on traveling with kiddos. An avid explorer and
adventure seeker, she provides travel and activity
recommendations on her Instagram account of the same name. You
can find her online at littlekidbigcity.com.

30

31

Climb up and into the driver’s seat
of this museum’s historic fleet!
Iconic red buses, taxis, trains, and vintage carriages:
vehicles are at the heart of the LONDON
Transport Museum, which
brings to life the city’s history of
transportation. Jump on old buses
and trains to learn how London has
changed over 200 years. Don’t
buses look so different today?

Get behind the steering
wheel of the vintage fleet,
take over the controls of the
Tube in a driving simulator,
and see London’s first bus
(powered by a horse!). It’s fun
to look at the past, present,
and future of London’s iconic
transportation system.

Author residence: New York, NY

HOLLEY MAHER is an artist in the broadest

sense—a multi-instrumentalist, singer-songwriter,
producer, author, illustrator, and renowned stationery
designer behind Wink Wink Paper Co. Her songs
have been licensed around the world in film and
television, including ad campaigns for brands such as Ikea, Nutella,
Cheerios, Birchbox, and Pangaea Jewelry, and her illustrations have
been featured on countless album covers and magazines.

Next, board London’s
current buses and trains!
WHERE TO NEXT?
Hop on and off the bus!
Turn to page 53.
Visit London’s busiest Tube station!
Turn to page 52.

LKBCLondon_interior.indd 30
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LKBCLondon_interior.indd 31
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Illustrator residence: Nashville, TN
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ISBN 978-1-68369-248-5

Juvenile Nonfiction - Travel

$19.99 USD

Juvenile Nonfiction Lifestyles - City & Town Life

8 × 10, 88 pages
4c hardcover

Juvenile Nonfiction - History Exploration & Discovery

Age Range: 7 and up

All rights available

NEXT STOP
PARIS!

Publication Date:
June 15, 2021
Final PDF Available:
Now

COMING SPRING 2022
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Pet That Dog!
A Handbook for Making Four-Legged Friends
By Gideon Kidd, with Rachel Braunigan

Pet That Dog! A Handbook for Making Four-Legged Friends is an illustrated
guide to meeting, petting, and caring for dogs by Gideon and his
mom, Rachel Braunigan. Learn how dogs communicate through
body language, helpful tips for safely interacting with dogs, and fun
facts about dogs to share with friends. (Did you know that all-white
dogs are more likely to be deaf ? Or that dogs poop in alignment with
the north-south axis of the Earth’s magnetic field?) You can even
keep track of the pups you meet with your very own Dog Tracker.
With participatory sections and joyful illustrations of lovable dogs,
Pet That Dog! makes a perfect gift for dog lovers and dog-curious kids.
GIDEON KIDD loves dogs and hopes to meet and

pet as many as he can. He asked his mom if he
could start a blog in 2016, when he was 8 years old,
documenting each dog he petted. He began posting
his pictures and stories on Twitter in April 2018,
and he has now petted over 1,000 dogs and has over 350,000 Twit
ter followers at @ivepetthatdog.
RACHEL BRAUNIGAN is Gideon’s mom. A social worker turned

stay-at-home mom, she has four sons. Rachel assists Gideon with
his project by taking pictures and helping in his never-ending quest
to pet more dogs.

Introduction
I’ve Pet That Dog!

M

y name is Gideon, and I love dogs! When I was 8

years old, I decided to keep track of every dog I met.
I asked my mom if I could take a picture with each dog I
petted so I could show everyone. Then I started the website
IvePetThatDog.com, and I posted a picture of myself with
each dog I’ve met. When I joined Twitter, I decided to share
the dogs’ stories along with the pictures.
So far, I have petted more than 1,000 different dogs,
and each dog I meet teaches me something new. Some
are playful. Some are fearful. Some are big, while some
are tiny. Some dogs have jobs. Some dogs have homes and
families, and some dogs are looking for a home. Each dog
is different, and each dog has a their own story.
A dog is the best friend you will ever have, and they help
you live your life to the fullest. They want to go where you
go, play what you play, and eat what you eat. They will love
you unconditionally and will always be happy to see you.
I have learned a lot about dogs over the years, and I hope
this book helps you learn about them, too. There are so
many dogs waiting to meet you!

“Cheerful, humorous, full-color illustrations and background art
add visual interest and feature ethnically diverse humans. Gideon’s
infectious enthusiasm for his subject shines out from the engaging
and chatty text . . . Fact-filled fun for any child drawn to canines.”
—Kirkus Reviews

Introduction • 7

PetThatDog_interior_4.indd 6
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ISBN 978-1-68369-229-4

Juvenile Nonfiction Animals - Dogs

$14.99 USD

Juvenile Nonfiction Social Topics New Experience

From 11-year-old dog-loving Gideon Kidd
of the viral Twitter account I’ve Pet
That Dog comes a guide for young
readers to befriend and care for dogs
of all shapes, sizes, and personalities!

6/22/20 2:49 PM

Rights Sold: Hungarian
(Ventus)

Publication Date:
October 20, 2020

6 x 8, 128 pages
4c Paperback
Age Range: 7 and up

Juvenile Nonfiction Activity Books - General
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Photo Doodles
200 Photos for You to Complete
By ViiiZ

You’ve never seen a doodle book quite like this one! Photo Doodles
combines kid-friendly photographs and cool creative challenges
into the perfect canvas for anyone capable of wielding a crayon.
Young artists and designers can complete dozens of fun and playful
pictures of everything from roller coasters and soda cans to book
covers and palaces. Perfect for sketching, scribbling, and coloring
outside the lines, Photos Doodles will unleash the aspiring artist inside
children of all ages.
VAHRAM MURATYAN and ELODIE CHAILLOUS are founders

of ViiiZ, an art direction and graphic design studio created in Paris
in 2005. They graduated from the acclaimed Parisian design school
ESAG-Penninghen.

The kingdom needs a new castle—yours!

photo_doodles_3.indd 4

2/25/13 4:18 PM

photo_doodles_3.indd 5
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Draw the kitten some friends.

“GET READY TO
THINK OUTSIDE THE
BOX, COLOR OUTSIDE
THE LINES,
AND EXERCISE
YOUR IMAGINATION!”
—MIDDLE SHELF MAGAZINE

photo_doodles_3.indd 6

2/25/13 4:18 PM
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ISBN 978-1-59474-652-9

Juvenile Nonfiction Art - Drawing

$12.95 USD

Juvenile Nonfiction Activity Books
Juvenile Nonfiction Art - Cartooning

2/25/13 4:18 PM

Rights Sold: Dutch (BBNC),
Japanese (Boutique-Sha)

Publication Date:
August 2013

6⅞ x 8½ 160 pages,
1c paperback
Word Count: Approx 150
photos and 1,000 words
Age Range: 10 and up
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The Worst Case Scenario
Survive-O-Pedia
Junior Edition
By David Borgenicht, Molly Smith, Brendan Walsh,
and Robin Epstein
Illustrated by Chuck Gonzales

“I have a loyal group of nonfiction readers (ages 8-10) who
come into the library each week in search of The Guinness
World Records. If all of the Guinness books are checked
out, then they will check out The Scholastic Book of Records
or The Dangerous Book for Boys. Now there’s a new general
knowledge book that will have reluctant readers asking for
more... Beware, you’ll need to start a waiting list once the
kids see it!”—The Nonfiction Detectives blog
It’s the best of the worst! This hardcover, full-color edition of the
popular series loved by parents and kids alike serves up a wild ride
through mudslides, volcanos, shark-infested oceans, menacing
mountains, and more. Seventy entries are packed with illuminating
facts, eye-popping photos, hilarious illustrations, must-see maps,
heaps of humor, and step-by-step instructions. Readers will be
armed with the knowledge and skills needed to survive anything
and live to tell about it!

Be aware

• In the small count
ry
of Burundi in
Africa, a serial
killer
lurks. His name
is Gustave, and
he is an extralarge freshwater
crocodile. Gusta
ve is feare d by
the locals and
is believed to
have
killed 200 peopl
e.

0
909099

DAVID BORGENICHT is a writer, editor, pub-

lisher, and co-author of all the books in the WorstCase Scenario Survival Handbook series. He lives
in Philadelphia.
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If you find yourself eyeball to eyeball with one of the world’s largest
reptiles, you might not want to spend time determining if you’re looking
at a 2,500 pound (1,134 kg) crocodile or a 1,000 pound (454 kg) alligator. But learning their key differences is important because you’ll want
all the facts when trying to outwit a killer crocodilian !

1

How to avoiD an attaCk

Steer clear. In an area where

there are crocs or gators, stay at
least 20 feet (6 m) away from the
water. They’ve been known to jump
that far to snag prey. Gators
(and crocs) are masters of the
surprise attack from the water.

2

Picky Eaters?

Check Out the Snout
Crocodiles have a V-shaped snout with the
fourth tooth on the lower jaw sticking out
and pointing up. The alligator’s snout is wide
and U-shaped and packs more bone-crushing
power than a crocodile’s—it uses this power
to crack turtle shells with a single snap. By the
way, the fourth tooth on a gator is not visible.
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Nope. Saltwater crocodiles have been known
to eat sharks, even lions. Alligators will only
attack a human if they feel threatened, but
crocodiles don’t need to be provoked. They’re
just hungry. Crocodiles are responsible for
thousands of attacks on humans every year.
Both alligators and crocodiles can survive a
full year without food.

Good Old-Timers

3

kick into high gear. Though

they are not known to chase down
prey on land, crocs and gators are
capable of short bursts of speed
up to 10 miles (16 km) per hour.
So stay at least 35 feet (11 m)
away if you see one on land. If
a gator does charge, you can
outrun it, because it won’t chase
you for long. But don’t get tricky.
Remember that the shortest
distance between two points
is a straight line.

Punch it. If a gator or croc does
happen to grab hold of something
(like your leg!), give it a tap
or punch on the snout. These
creatures are known to open
their mouths when tapped lightly.

Ancestors of today’s alligators and crocodiles
were around about two hundred million
years ago. That’s before most dinosaurs! A
saltwater crocodile today can live to seventy
years of age, while the American alligator has
a maximum lifespan of about fifty years.

12 • Survive-o-pedia

alligators & crocodiles

surviveopedia_5P_010_059.indd 12-13
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$16.99 USD
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Publication Date: 2011

8½ x 10½, 144 pages,
4c hardcover, illustrated
throughout
Word Count: Approx 25,000
words
Age Range: 8 and up
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The Worst Case Scenario Survival Handbooks
The Worst-Case Scenario Survival Handbook: Junior Edition
ISBN 978-0-81186-065-9 | $9.95 USD | 6x8 inches, 128 pp, 2c paperback

Braces. Bullies. Chores. It’s no secret: The road to adulthood can be full of perils. But never fear…
this book comes to the rescue. It’s everything you'll need to help you:
• Deal with being grounded
• Survive a school dance
• Increase a skimpy allowance
• Fix up a messy room in a snap
• Give an oral report without passing out!
The Worst-Case Scenario Survival Handbook: Gross Junior Edition
ISBN 978-0-81187-570-7 | $9.95 USD | 6x8 inches, 128 pp, 2c paperback

It’s nearly impossible to steer clear of grossness at home, at school, on your body, and outdoors. This
is the ultimate guide to help you tackle all things slippery, slimey, and stinky. Funny and totally real tips
on how to avoid:
• Nightmare Boogers
• Barf Emergencies
• Skunk Encounters
• Nasty School Bathrooms
The Worst-Case Scenario Survival Handbook: Middle School
ISBN 978-0-81186-864-8 | $9.95 USD | 6x8 inches, 128 pp, 2c paperback

Middle school is its own unique world—and this book has the secrets and tips you’ll need to power through
the rough stuff and come out on top. Super funny but also useful instructions on how to:
• Keep track of a busy schedule
• Scale a mountain of homework
• Survive not being athletic
• Stop a rumor in its tracks
• Survive a crush without getting crushed
The Worst-Case Scenario Survival Handbook: Extreme Junior Edition
ISBN 978-0-81186-568-5 | $9.95 USD | 6x8 inches, 128 pp, 2c paperback

Venturing into the great outdoors is like running the world's largest obstacle course. Don’t leave home
without reading this book, your guide to surviving in every climate and situation. You'll learn to:
• Cross piranha-infested waters
• Deal with a charging moose
• Treat a jellyfish sting
• Get along with tarantulas
• Go to the bathroom in the woods
The Worst-Case Scenario Survival Handbook: Weird Junior Edition
ISBN 978-0-81187-438-0 | $9.95 USD | 6x8 inches, 128 pp, 2c paperback

You never know when you might encounter something magical, mythical, out-of-this-world, or just plain
freaky, so make sure you’re prepared to get through the strangest situations. Learn how to handle:
• Vampires and zombies
• Time travel
• Alien abduction
• Black holes
• Ghost encounters
DAVID BORGENICHT is a writer, editor, publisher, and co-author of all the books in the Worst-Case
Scenario Survival Handbook series. He lives in Philadelphia.
TO REGISTER INTEREST: rights@quirkbooks.com
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Kid Innovators
True Tales of Childhood from Inventors and
Trailblazers
Stories by Robin Stevenson
Illustrations by Allison Steinfeld

Throughout history people have experimented, invented, and
created new ways of doing things. Kid Innovators tells the stories
of a diverse group of brilliant thinkers in fields like technology,
education, business, science, art, and entertainment, reminding us
that every innovator started out as a kid. Florence Nightingale
rescued baby mice. Alan Turing was a daydreamer with terrible
handwriting. And Alvin Ailey felt like a failure at sports. Featuring kid-friendly text and full-color illustrations, readers will learn
about the young lives of people like Grace Hopper, Steve Jobs,
Reshma Saujani, Jacques Cousteau, the Wright Brothers,
William Kamkwamba, Elon Musk, Jonas Salk, and Maria
Montessori.
ROBIN STEVENSON is an award-winning author

of books for kids and teens, including Kid Activists.
Her writing has been translated into several languages and published in more than 10 countries. She lives
with her family on the west coast of Canada.
Author residence: Vancouver, BC

ALLISON STEINFELD obtained a BFA from the

School of Visual Arts in New York City. She loves
to create fun and playful work that can be enjoyed
by readers of all ages. She lives in North Carolina.
Illustrator residence: North Carolina
Grace was born in 1906, at her grandparents’ home in
New York City. Her parents, Walter Fletcher Murray
and Mary Campbell Van Horne, were a wealthy couple,
and she was their first child. They named her after
Mary’s best friend. Soon after Grace was born, she and
her parents moved into a trendy new apartment
building near Manhattan’s Soldiers’ and Sailors’
Monument. Three years later, her sister Mary was
born, followed by her brother Roger.
One of Grace’s earliest memories was of meeting her
great-grandfather, a retired navy admiral, when she was
only two. She remembered him as a large man with a
silver-topped cane and white mutton-chop whiskers.
Although he died when Grace was young, this
encounter helped spark her own interest in the navy.

GRACE
HOPPER
The Grand Lady
of Software

G

MOVING, FUNNY, AND TOTALLY
TRUE CHILDHOOD BIOGRAPHIES OF
BILL GATES, MADAM C. J. WALKER,
HEDY LAMARR, WALT DISNEY,
AND 12 OTHER INTERNATIONAL
INNOVATORS

race Hopper is famous for her work in the
development of COBOL, one of the first

computer programming languages. In fact, she
is sometimes referred to as the grandmother
of COBOL or the Grand Lady of Software.
But when she was young, she didn’t dream of
working with computers—because there were
no computers to work with!
17
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Juvenile Nonfiction Technology - Inventions
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TO REGISTER INTEREST: rights@quirkbooks.com

MIDDLE GRADE NONFICTION

Kid Legends Series
Before they were famous, they were kids, struggling with regular-kid problems like bullies, homework, and arguments with their siblings.
Inspiring anecdotes and playful illustrations reveal the relatable childhood escapades of celebrated presidents, great athletes, groundbreaking
scientists, and other future legends.

OVER 35,000 SOLD!

OVER 17,500 SOLD!

Kid Innovators
ISBN 978-1-68369-227-0
$13.99 USD
51/2 x 8, 208 pages, 4c hardcover

Kid Activists
ISBN 978-1-68639-141-9
$13.99 USD
51/2 x 8, 224 pages, 4c hardcover

Kid Scientists
ISBN 978-1-68639-074-0
$13.95 USD
51/2 x 8, 208 pages, 4c hardcover

Kid Authors
ISBN 978-1-59474-987-2
$13.95 USD
51/2 x 8, 200 pages, 4c hardcover

Publication Date: February 2021

Publication Date: September 2019

Publication Date: October 2018

Publication Date: October 2017
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OVER 30,000 SOLD!

OVER 65,000 SOLD!

OVER 65,000 SOLD!

Kid Artists
ISBN 978-1-59474-896-7
$13.95 USD
51/2 x 8, 208 pages, 4c hardcover

Kid Athletes
ISBN 978-1-59474-802-8
$13.95 USD
51/2 x 8, 224 pages, 4c hardcover
Publication Date: November
2015

Kid Presidents
ISBN 978-1-59474-731-1
$13.95 USD
51/2 x 8, 224 pages, 4c hardcover

Publication Date: August 2016

TO REGISTER INTEREST: rights@quirkbooks.com

Publication Date: October 2014
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MIDDLE GRADE FICTION

The Worst-Case Scenario
Ultimate Adventure Series
By David Borgenicht with expert co-authors
Illustrated by Yancey Labat

YOU DECIDE HOW TO SURVIVE IN THESE INTERACTIVE ADVENTURES!
Are you ready for a page-turning, adrenaline-inducing, edge-of-your-seat reading experience? In this middle grade adventure series from
the creator of the worldwide best-selling Worst Case Scenario books, you decide how to survive! There are over 20 possible endings, but only 1
ultimate success. Each story features vivid comic book-style illustrations and real-life facts about survival and science from experts in extreme
environments—perfect for anyone craving an adventurous visual reading experience. Do you have what it takes?
DAVID BORGENICHT is a writer, editor, publisher, and co-author of all the books in the Worst-Case Scenario Survival
Handbook series. He lives in Philadelphia.
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Amazon

Deadly Seas

Mars

Everest

ISBN 978-1-45210-795-0
$13.99 USD
5 x 7, 208 pp, 1c hardcover

ISBN 978-1-45210-917-6
$13.99 USD
5 x 7, 208 pp, 1c hardcover

ISBN 978-0-81187-124-2
$13.99 USD
5 x 7, 208 pp, 1c hardcover

ISBN 978-0-81187-123-5
$13.99 USD
5 x 7, 208 pp, 1c hardcover

Age Range: 8–12

Age Range: 8–12

Age Range: 8–12

Age Range: 8–12

Publication Date: April 2012

Publication Date: November 2012

Publication Date: August 2011

Publication Date: March 2011

Join an expedition of students
exploring the Amazon jungle
and face real dangers and decisions. Your choices will determine
your fate. Will you survive your
encounters with piranhas, tarantulas, mosquitoes, monkeys, and
jaguars? Or will you be forced to
return home early?

Join one of the youngest crews
ever to sail around the world!
Faced with fearsome dangers and
difficult decisions, your choices will
determine your fate on the deadly
seas. Will you survive tropical
storms, high winds, navigation
crises, and sharks? Only the reader
can decide how to survive.

Join the youngest crew of astronauts ever to make the trip to Mars.
Faced with fearsome dangers and
difficult decisions, your choices
will determine your fate on the
Red Planet. Will you achieve the
mission and return home to Earth
safely, successfully earning the title
of the youngest astronaut ever to
make it to Mars?

An interactive adventure like no
other! On this epic climb up Mount
Everest, readers are part of the
youngest team ever to climb the
world’s tallest peak. Only YOU
can make the right choice about
your own survival and then experience the consequences of those
choices. Will you summit Mount
Everest and return to base camp
safely? Only you can determine
your own fate!

TO REGISTER INTEREST: rights@quirkbooks.com

MIDDLE GRADE FICTION

Nick and Tesla
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Series Overview
When their parents send them to spend the summer with their eccentric scientist uncle, kid inventors Nick and Tesla Holt keep themselves
busy by using their smarts to solve mysteries. Each story includes
easy-to-follow project instructions so young readers can build the
same homemade gadgets that the Holt twins use in their adventures.

EACH BOOK INCLUDES FIVE
DO-IT-YOURSELF SCIENCE PROJECTS
DRAWN FROM THE STORY!

ISBN 978-1-59474-648-2 (Nick and Tesla’s High-Voltage Danger Lab)
ISBN 978-1-59474-649-9 (Nick and Tesla’s Robot Army Rampage)
ISBN 978-1-59474-676-5 (Nick and Tesla’s Secret Agent Gadget Battle)
ISBN 978-1-59474-729-8 (Nick and Tesla’s Super-Cyborg Gadget Glove)
ISBN 978-1-59474-760-1 (Nick and Tesla’s Special Effects Spectacular)
ISBN 978-1-59474-866-0 (Nick and Tesla’s Solar-Powered Showdown)
$12.95 USD
5 x 7, 240 pages, 2c hardcover
Age Range: 9–12
Approx. 40 illustrations and 40,000 words

“SCIENCE BOB” PFLUGFELDER is an elementary school teach-

Rights Under Active License: Czech, Greek, Italian, Persian, Polish,
Romanian, Serbian, Turkish

TO REGISTER INTEREST: rights@quirkbooks.com

er based in Newton, Massachusetts. He has made many television
appearances on Jimmy Kimmel Live, The Dr. Oz Show, Live with
Kelly & Michael, and other media outlets. These are his first books.
STEVE HOCKENSMITH is the author of a New York Times best
seller and an Edgar Award nominee. He lives in Alameda, California.
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MIDDLE GRADE FICTION

Warren the 13th Series
A strange-looking kid with a heart of gold, fastidious orphan Warren has one dream: to restore his family’s creepy old
hotel to its former glory. But to do that, he has to contend with mysterious visitors, secret codes, hidden maps, weird
creatures, and angry witches. Luckily Warren has friends to help him, including a witch-in-training, a circus strongman
turned chef, a reclusive professor, and a friendly monster named Sketchy....all depicted in gorgeous illustrations on
stunningly designed pages that will pull readers into Warren’s fun and spooky world.

In 20
ages
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w
World

S AMP L E SP R E A D S
WA RREN THE 13TH A ND THE W HISPERING WOODS

A LENGTHY TO-DO LIST

• I N WHI CH A •

m ys t e r ious

G

UEST

familiar to him as the gentle ticking
of a grandfather clock.
Warren knelt on the hotel roof,
repairing a broken tile with a hammer
and nails. The six crows who lived in the
rooftop birdhouse poked their heads out of
its windows, croaking for food. Warren set
down his hammer and removed a sketchbook from his pocket; he always kept a few
slices of cheese tucked between its pages.
He tossed them to the birds, who promptly
began squabbling over the pieces.
“Share, share!” Warren admonished.
“There’s enough for everyone.”
The crows were lazy and wouldn’t leave
the birdhouse to search for their own food,
but Warren didn’t mind. He enjoyed caring
for each and every guest of his hotel, even
the ones with feathers.
As the birds ate, Warren leaned back
against the chimney and flipped through

b

7 The 8

C

WA R R EN
ONE MILE

ARRIVES

t was a warm summer afternoon, and the Warren Hotel
trundled over the countryside
upon its enormous metal
legs. The steady CLANG! CLANG!
CLANG! of its footfalls were loud
enough to be heard for miles, but Warren
the 13th hardly noticed; the deafening
din had become as comforting and

room

304

room

504

Small leak in bathroom ceiling.
r o o m 404
Large leak in bathroom ceiling.

Giant leak in bathroom ceiling.
r o o m 604
turn off.
Overflowing toilet; water won’t

Warren was very busy, yet he had no
complaints. In fact, he felt like the luckiest
boy on earth. He ran the world’s first—and
only—traveling hotel, and it was so popular
that every room was filled! On top of that,
the hotel was generating so much money
that Warren was finally able to make some
much-needed improvements to the antiquated structure. He’d installed a viewing
room lined with panoramic windows for the
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WA R R E N T H E 13T H A N D T H E T H I R T E E N-Y E A R C U R S E

an array of jewel tones, smoked fish dripping
with slabs of honeycomb, a steaming cauldron of zesty beef goulash, and, best of all,
a cake constructed entirely of Chef’s famous
pudding cookies—crispy on the outside,
with molten chocolatey goodness in the
middle. Uncle Rupert was already helping
himself to the feast, smacking his lips loudly
as he sampled the various delicacies.
Warren was in awe—but even more
so when he spotted Mr. Friggs standing
among the others. Mr. Friggs hardly ever
left the library! He rushed forward to give
his elderly tutor a hug. “Mr. Friggs, I don’t
think I’ve ever seen you set foot on the roof
before!”
“Anything for my favorite student,”
Mr. Friggs said, looking a little pale as he
wobbled on his cane. “Though I don’t much
like heights.”
Mr. Vanderbelly shoved himself
between Warren and Mr. Friggs, his notebook at the ready.
“You should have seen your face!” he
said, bellowing with laughter. “Oh, if only
I could capture the precise expression in
words!” He began scribbling madly in his
notebook, no doubt attempting to do just
that. “Now, tell me, how does it feel to be
the victim of such a shocking surprise?”

guests to enjoy the scenery as the hotel went
along its way. He also added a large window
to the control room, so he no longer had
to rely on a tiny periscope to navigate the
terrain.
Perhaps the biggest advancement was
a hidden feature that Warren had discovered inside the control room. It turned
out that one of his ancestors, Warren the
2nd, had had a few tricks up his sleeve when
he designed the walking hotel, including
a special autopilot feature. This option
ensured that the hotel would dutifully
continue along the road following the
precise coordinates input by Warren each
morning. Placing the hotel on autopilot
spared Warren from having to drive the
hotel all day long. Instead, he had the
freedom to roam about, mingle with guests,
and head up to the roof to repair broken
tiles and make to-do lists.
Suddenly, Warren’s concentration
was broken by the sound of a sputtering
engine and a HONK! HONK! HONK!
He dropped down on his hands and knees
and scrambled to the edge of the roof. Far
below, an odd-looking automobile was
weaving dangerously between the hotel’s
enormous legs. It had oversized wheels and
was painted in garish colors. Its carriage

his sketchbook. Its pages were filled with
charcoal drawings: doodles of his friends
and family at the hotel, and portraits of the
fantastic landscapes he’d seen on his travels.
But Warren had no time for sketching
today; there were too many other problems
demanding his attention. He turned to a
fresh page and began jotting down a lengthy
to-do list, based on all the calls to the front
desk he’d received that morning:

Chapter 1.
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A STORM APPROACHES

“Well, I wouldn’t call myself a victim at
all,” Warren said. “It’s actually quite lovely!”
“Lovely! Pah!” Mr. Vanderbelly snorted.
“Words like that don’t sell papers, my boy.
How about ‘Marvelous!’ or ‘Stupendous!’”
“Or ‘Mystifying!’” Warren added. “How
did this all come together? Especially without
me noticing?”
“We’re witches, remember?” Petula said,
and Beatrice winked as she began playing a
slightly-more-cheerful-than-average ditty on
her violin.
Sketchy began to dance, whistling happily,
and draped the flag around Warren’s shoulders with a flourish.
“What’s this?” Warren asked, touching the
silky fabric.
“Every ship needs a flag!” Petula said. “So
we made one for you. Now ships from afar
will know the SS Warren when they see your
banner fly!”
“Thanks, everyone!” Warren said, suddenly
overcome with emotion. “For a moment I
thought you might have forgotten.”
“There’s no way we’d forget such an
unlucky and cursed year,” Rupert said around
a mouthful of pudding cookies.
Petula frowned. “Don’t listen to him.
Thirteen happens to be one of my favorite
numb—”

“Oh, no!”

black thunder
noticing the
Warren said,
had been so
overhead. He
clouds roiling
hadn’t even
the party, he
distracted by
to them.
had caught up
realized the storm
the roof and
began pelting
An
Fat raindrops
flashed.
as lightning
everyone gasped
followed
peal of thunder
ear-splitting
tremble
the shingles to
soon after, causing
beneath their
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We need
ducks out here!
“We’re sitting
as Beatrice
Warren cried
to get back inside!”
a large portal.
d the
briskly opened
wave slamme
Another massive
right. The wind
sharply to the
hotel, tilting it
were growing
and the waves
was picking up,
second.
t with each passing
more turbulen

suddenly
off as the hotel
Petula was cut
large wave
to the left, a
lurched sharply
of the ship.
starboard side
battering the
rs, who
misted the partygoe their
A chilly spray
trying to regain
stumbled around
dangeron the table slid
balance. The food
a second
then
but
the edge,
ously close to
trays and
side, sending the
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wave hit the port
their original placeme
platters back to

feet.
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Warren the 13th and the All-Seeing Eye

Warren the 13th and the Whispering Woods

Warren the 13th and the Thirteen-Year Curse

Warren the 13th is the lone bellhop, valet,
groundskeeper, and errand boy of his family’s
ancient hotel. The strange, shadowy mansion
is full of crooked corridors and mysterious
riddles—and it just might be home to a magical
treasure known as the All-Seeing Eye. Full of
puzzles, secret codes, outrageous inventions,
and hundreds of intricate illustrations, Warren
the 13th and The All-Seeing Eye will delight and
confound readers of all ages.

Twelve-year-old Warren has learned that his
beloved hotel can walk, and now it’s ferrying
guests around the countryside, transporting
tourists to strange and foreign destinations. But
when an unexpected detour brings everyone
into the dark and sinister Malwoods, Warren
finds himself separated from his hotel and his
friends—and racing after them on foot through
a forest teeming with witches, snakes, talking
trees, and mind-boggling riddles.

In this final story of Warren’s thrilling adventures, the young manager is adjusting to
the demands of running a floating hotel and
is planning his thirteenth birthday party. But
then disaster strikes! The Warren Hotel is
shipwrecked on a strange island, and Sketchy
is kidnapped!

ISBN 978-1-59474-803-5
$16.95 USD
7½ x 8½, 256 pages, 2c hardcover,
illustrated throughout

ISBN 978-1-59474-929-2
$16.95 USD
7½ x 8½, 240 pages, 2c hardcover,
illustrated throughout

Series Rights Sold: Bulgarian, Simp. Chinese,
Czech, Estonian, German, Greek, Italian,
Lithuanian, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian,
Russian, Serbian, Spanish, Thai, Turkish

ISBN 978-1-59474-090-0
$16.99 USD
7½ x 8½, 224 pages, 2c hardcover,
illustrated throughout

TANIA DEL RIO is the author of the Warren the 13th series. A professional comic book writer and artist,

her clients include Archie Comics, Dark Horse, and Marvel. She is best known for her work writing and
drawing a 42-issue run of Sabrina the Teenage Witch. She lives in Los Angeles. WILL STAEHLE is the illustrator and designer of the Warren the 13th series, plus dozens of award-winning book jackets. Print magazine
named him one of the Top Twenty under Thirty New Visual Artists. He lives in Seattle, WA.
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MIDDLE GRADE FICTION

Tales from Lovecraft Middle School
Series Overview

“Fans of [R.L. Stine’s] Goosebumps and
other lightly creepy fare will look
forward to spending more time with [this]
series.”—Publishers Weekly
by Charles Gilman
illustrations by Eugene Smith

It’s a new school year in a strange new school: Lovecraft Middle
School. It’s a brand-new state-of-the-art facility—so why do creepy
things keep happening? Why do teachers act so strangely? And where
are all the rats coming from?
In Professor Gargoyle, 11-year-old Robert and his new friends Glenn and
Karina discover that the school library might be a portal to another
world, one teeming with monsters, demons, ghosts, and other beasts
that go squish in the night.
In The Slither Sisters, we follow Robert and his friends deeper into the
world of Lovecraft Middle School—and its bizarre parallel dimension,
where they match wits with a pair of mysterious twin sisters who may
not be what they seem . . .
Teacher’s Pest introduces us to student council president Howard Mergler. Don’t be fooled by his polite manners or perfect test scores—he’s
really a horrible insectoid monster determined to destroy the school!
In our newest book, Substitute Creature, after a giant storm dumps over
a meter of snow on the town, Robert and his friends find themselves
trapped in Lovecraft Middle School. They have no choice but to
spend the night sleeping in classrooms and facing off against a sinister
substitute teacher.
CHARLES GILMAN is an alias of Jason Rekulak, an author who
lives in Philadelphia. In his past role as Publisher of Quirk Books, he
brainstormed numerous best sellers including, most famously, Pride
and Prejudice and Zombies.
ISBN 978-1-59474-591-1 (Professor Gargoyle)
ISBN 978-1-59474-593-5 (The Slither Sisters)
ISBN 978-1-59474-614-7 (Teacher’s Pest)
ISBN 978-1-59474-640-6 (Substitute Creature)
$13.99 USD
5 x 7, 176 pages, 1c hardcover with lenticular
Age Range: 9–12
Word Count: approx. 25,000
Rights Sold: French (Bayard), Italian (Salani), Swedish (Lind)

TO REGISTER INTEREST: rights@quirkbooks.com
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Lycanthropy and Other
Chronic Illnesses
A Novel
By Kristen O’Neal

Priya worked hard to pursue her medical school dreams at Stanford,
but a diagnosis of chronic Lyme disease during her sophomore
year sends her back to her loving but overbearing family in New
Jersey—and leaves her wondering if she’ll ever be able to return to
the way things were. Thankfully she has her online pen pal, Brigid,
and the rest of the members of “oof ouch my bones,” a virtual
support group that meets on Discord to crack jokes and vent about
their own chronic illnesses.
When Brigid suddenly goes offline, Priya does something out of
character: she steals the family car and drives to Pennsylvania to
check on Brigid. Priya isn’t sure what to expect, but it isn’t the horrifying creature that's shut in the basement. With Brigid nowhere to
be found, Priya begins to puzzle together an impossible but obvious
truth: the creature might be a werewolf—and the werewolf might
be Brigid. As Brigid's unique condition worsens, their friendship will
be deepened and challenged in unexpected ways, forcing them to
reckon with their own ideas of what it means to be normal.
KRISTEN O’NEAL is a freelance writer who has

written for sites like Buzzfeed Reader, Christianity
Today, Birth.Movies.Death, LitHub, and Electric
Literature. She lives on the internet. You can find
her at @Kristen_ONeal on Twitter and kristenoneal
on Tumblr. Lycanthropy and Other Chronic Illnesses is her first novel.
PRAISE FOR LYCANTHROPY AND OTHER CHRONIC
ILLNESSES:

Kids’ Indie Next List Pick for Spring 2021
“Your next favorite horror-comedy.”—Syfy Fangrrls
“A heartwarming, quirky take on chronic illness in all its hairy
detail.”—Kirkus Reviews
“A fresh and original twist on the werewolf legend.”—Booklist
“A must-read for anyone with a chronic illness or who loves someone
with a chronic illness.”—School Library Journal

Subject:

ISBN 978-1-68369-234-8

Young Adult Fiction Social Themes - Friendship

$18.99 USD

Young Adult Fiction Humorous - General
Young Adult Fiction Werewolves & Shifters
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TEEN WOLF MEETS EMERGENCY

CONTACT IN THIS SHARPLY OBSERVED,
HILARIOUS, AND HEARTWARMING
DEBUT YOUNG ADULT NOVEL

ABOUT FRIENDSHIP AND THE HAIRY
SIDE OF CHRONIC ILLNESS.

Rights Sold: Audiobook
(Recorded Books). All
translation rights available.

Publication Date:
April 27, 2021

5 1/2 x 8 1/2, 384 pages,
1c hardcover with jacket
Word Count: 80,000
Age Range: 14 and up

TO REGISTER INTEREST: rights@quirkbooks.com

YOUNG ADULT FICTION

This is Not the Jess Show
By Anna Carey

The year is 1998: Titanic just won 6 Oscars, boy bands are dominating MTV’s airwaves, and like any other teenager Jess Flynn is
just trying to survive high school. Between a crush on her childhood
best friend, overprotective parents, and her sister’s worsening health,
the only constant is her hometown of Swickley, which feels smaller
by the day. Jess is resigned to her small-town life, until the day she
discovers a mysterious device with an apple logo, causing her to
question everything and everyone she’s ever known. As more cracks
appear in Jess’s world, she faces a choice: can she live the rest of
her life knowing it’s a lie or should she risk everything for the truth?
ANNA CAREY is the author of Blackbird, Deadfall,

and the Eve trilogy. She lives in Los Angeles.

PRAISE FOR THIS IS NOT THE JESS SHOW:

“I read this in a single, compulsive sitting. A fantastically smart,
funny, and thoughtful thriller about how our devices manipulate and
exploit our closest relationships.”—Nicola Yoon, #1 New York Times
bestselling author of Everything, Everything and The Sun Is Also a Star
“At once thought-provoking and hilarious, This Is Not the Jess Show
is a timely, incisive book so masterfully-plotted you won't want to
put it down.”—Tahereh Mafi, New York Times Bestselling author of
the Shatter Me series and A Very Large Expanse of Sea
“Nostalgic, romantic, thrilling, and with an exciting twist, I
devoured This Is Not The Jess Show and didn't want it to end!”
—Sara Shepard, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Pretty Little
Liars and The Lying Game
“A thrilling and thought-provoking ride.”—Kirkus Reviews

Subject:

ISBN 978-1-68369-197-6

Young Adult Fiction Thrillers & Suspense

$18.99 USD

Young Adult Fiction Dystopian
Young Adult Fiction Mysteries & Detective
Stories

A fast-paced, mind-bending
YA thriller perfect for
fans of Black Mirror, This
Is Not the Jess Show will
keep readers guessing
until the very end.

Rights Sold: All world rights
available.

Publication Date:
February 2, 2021

51/2 x 81/2, 304 pages,
1c hardcover with jacket
Word Count: 70,000
Age Range: 14 and up

TO REGISTER INTEREST: rights@quirkbooks.com
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Once Upon a Con Series
Your favorite fairy tales take to the page as geeky, funny, and adorably romantic contemporary
YA novels. A handsome sci-fi prince falls for a passionate fangirl. Hollywood's geeky leading
lady swaps places with an ordinary con-going girl who could be her twin. Hijinks, hilarity, and
sweet love stories ensue. Perfect for contemporary YA fans, geeks, cosplayers, and any readers
who believe in the magic of fandom.

Cinderella goes to the con in this fandom-fueled
twist on the classic fairy tale romance.

The Prince and the Pauper gets a Geekerella-style
makeover in this witty and heartfelt novel.
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A tale as old as time is made new in Ashley
Poston’s fresh, geeky retelling of Beauty and the Beast.

Series Rights Sold: French (AC Media/Lumen), Indonesian (Haru-Penerbit Spring), Korean (Frombooks), Polish (Poznanskie), Portuguese-BR
(Intrinseca), Romanian (Litera), Russian (AST-Mainstream), Serbian (Odiseja), Spanish (Planeta Mexico), Turkish (Penguen-Yabanci), Vietnamese
(Kimdong)

ASHLEY POSTON is the author of Geekerella (Quirk Books, 2017) and Heart of Iron (HarperCollins, 2018). Her fangirl heart

has taken her everywhere from the houses of Hollywood screenwriters to the stages of music festivals to geeked-out conventions (in cosplay, of course). When she is not inventing new recipes with peanut butter, having passionate dance-offs with her
cat, or geeking out all over the internet, she writes books. She lives in small-town South Carolina, where you can see the stars
impossibly well.
PRAISE FOR GEEKERELLA:

PRAISE FOR BOOKISH AND THE BEAST

“Geekerella has ‘must-read’ written all over it. A fun romantic comedy with
coming-of-age sensibilities and authentically voiced teens, this novel
hits all the YA book-love buttons.”—USA Today’s Happy Ever After

“Utterly charming.”—BuzzFeed

“Fairytale and fandom collide in this sweet, heartfelt, entertaining
rom-com.”—Bustle
PRAISE FOR THE PRINCESS AND THE FANGIRL:

“This lighthearted, fun, LGBT YA book dives expertly into the world
of fandoms and cons.”—Buzzfeed
“A geeky love story that readers will love.”—Paste
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“A fairy-tale story that will capture the hearts of book lovers everywhere.”—CNN
“Brilliantly structured modern retellings of classic fairytales...packed
with adorably angsty romance.”—Sweety High, on the Once Upon
a Con series
“A humorous twist on ‘Beauty and the Beast.’…This rom-com
told in alternating viewpoints is poised to steal any book geek's
heart.”—Booklist

TO REGISTER INTEREST: rights@quirkbooks.com

YOUNG ADULT
FICTION
PICTURE
BOOKS

Miss Peregrine’s Peculiar Children Series
Published by Quirk Books in 2011, Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children follows sixteen-year-old Jacob Portman as he
journeys from a sleepy Florida suburb to a remote island off the coast of Wales. There he stumbles upon the ruins of Miss
Peregrine’s orphanage and discovers the shocking fate of the children who lived there long ago–and may live there still.
Miss Peregrine was followed by two best-selling sequels, Hollow City and Library of Souls. All three novels are illustrated
with dozens of vintage found photographs.
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S AMP L E SP R E A D S
of my intellectual prowess, I think. That was just before Miss Wren
discovered me and brought me here.”
Faces brightened at the mention of an ymbryne’s name, a pulse
of hope firing through us.
“Miss Wren brought you?” said Olive. “But what about Cuthbert the giant?”
“Who?” Addison said, and then he shook his head. “Ah, right,
the story. It’s just that, I’m afraid—a story, inspired long ago by that
curious rock down below and Miss Wren’s peculiar menagerie.”
“Told you,” muttered Enoch.
“Where’s Miss Wren now?” Emma said. “We’ve got to speak
to her!”
Addison looked up at the house atop the tower and said,
“That’s her residence, but she isn’t home at the moment. She winged
off some days ago to help her ymbryne sisters in London. There’s a
war on, you see . . . I assume you’ve heard all about it? Which explains why you’re traveling in the degraded style of refugees?”
“Our loop was raided,” said Emma. “And then we lost our
things at sea.”
“And nearly ourselves,” Millard added.
At the sound of Millard’s voice, the dog startled. “An invisible!
What a rare surprise. And an American, too,” he said, nodding at
me. “What a peculiar lot you are, even for peculiars.” He fell back
onto all fours and turned toward the tower. “Come, I’ll introduce
you to the others. They’ll be absolutely fascinated to meet you. And
you must be famished from your journey, poor creatures. Nutrifying
provender shall be forthcoming!”
“We need medicine, too,” said Bronwyn, kneeling to pick up
Claire. “This little one is very ill!”
“We’ll do all we can for her,” the dog said. “We owe you that
and more for solving our little hollowgast problem. Most bothersome, as I was saying.”
“Nutrifying what did he say?” said Olive.

GLOSSARY OF

PECULIAR TERMS
Loop

A limited area in which a single day is repeated endlessly. Created and maintained by ymbrynes to shelter their peculiar wards from
danger, loops delay indefinitely the aging of their inhabitants. But loop
dwellers are by no means immortal: each day they “skip” is a debt that’s
banked away, to be repaid in gruesome rapid aging should they linger
too long outside their loop.

Peculiars The hidden branch of any species, human or animal,
that is blessed—and cursed—with supernormal traits. Respected in ancient times, feared and persecuted more recently, peculiars are outcasts
who live in the shadows.

Ymbrynes The shape-shifting matriarchs of peculiardom. They can
change into birds at will, manipulate time, and are charged with the
protection of peculiar children. In the Old Peculiar language, the word
ymbryne (pronounced imm-brinn) means “revolution” or “circuit.”

Jake (Asa Butterfield) makes sure Emma (Ella Purnell)
stays relatively down to earth. Photo Credit: Jay Maidment.
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Miss Peregrine’s Home for
Peculiar Children Movie Tie-In
Edition
ISBN 978-1-59474-902-5
$11.99 USD
53/16 x 83/16, 384 pages,
1c paperback

RANSOM RIGGS is the author of Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children (Quirk, 2011), a New York Times best seller, as well as its

best-selling sequels Hollow City (Quirk, 2013) and Library of Souls (Quirk, 2015). He lives in Santa Monica, CA, with his wife.
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William Shakespeare’s
The Taming of the Clueless

William Shakespeare’s
Much Ado about Mean Girls

By Ian Doescher

By Ian Doescher

Clueless gets a makeover that Cher Horowitz and the Bard would
approve of in this charming and witty retelling of the beloved ’90s
movie, presented as an authentic Shakespearean play written in iambic
pentameter. Cher, the fairest maiden of Beverly Hills, takes center
stage in this comedy of errors in which matchmaking, makeovers, and
mall-hopping lead to plenty of merry-making—until Cher realizes
her good intentions are creating mischief for her friends and family,
including her new best friend Tai and her cute stepbrother Josh. The
only solution? Admit that she knoweth nothing and beginneth anew.

On Wednesdays we array ourselves in pink! Mean Girls gets an Elizabethan makeover in this totally fetch comedy of manners about North
Shore High’s queen bees, wannabes, misfits, and nerds. Written in
the style of the Bard of Avon, William Shakespeare’s Much Ado About
Mean Girls tells the story of Cady Heron’s rise from home-schooled
jungle freak to one of the most popular girls in school. Every scene
and line of dialogue from the iconic script is reimagined in authentic
Shakespearean rhyme, meter and stage directions, complete with
dramatic asides from Janis, Damian, Gretchen, and Karen. By the
end, you’ll be surprised that Shakespeare didn’t pen this classic story
of rivalries, betrayal, jealousy, obsession, and fastidious rule-making
about when one can and cannot wear sweatpants.

Just in time for the movie’s 25th anniversary, best-selling author
Ian Doescher rolleth with the homies as he brings his signature
Shakespearean wordsmithing to this beloved tale.

TM
TM

& © 2019 Paramount Pictures. All Rights Reserved.

Special conditions and approval procedures apply to this and other licensed/pop culture branded titles
Please discuss with your Quirk Books representative

& © 2018 Paramount Pictures. All Rights Reserved.

Special conditions and approval procedures apply to this and other licensed/pop culture branded titles
Please discuss with your Quirk Books representative

I AN DOESCHER is the New York Times best-selling author of the multivolume William Shakespeare’s Star Wars series as

well as the Pop Shakespeare series, which includes Much Ado About Mean Girls and Get Thee Back to the Future! He lives in Portland, Oregon, with his family.

ISBN 978-1-68369-175-4
$14.99 USD
51/4 x 8, 176pp
1c paperback

Word Count: Approx 20,000

ISBN 978-1-68369-117-4

Word Count: Approx 20,000

Age Range: 14 and up

$14.99 USD

Age Range: 14 and up

Publication Date:
April 2020
Rights Sold: All Rights
Available
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We Are Here Forever
By Michelle Gish

Based on the popular webcomic, this all-new stand-alone
comics collection artfully blends post-apocalyptic sci fi,
dry humor, and utter adorability.
It’s the most adorable apocalypse ever! The human race has vanished
from the earth, replaced by innocent, playful creatures called the
Puramus. In this hilarious and epic graphic novel, short interlocking stories follow the purple pals as they explore their new home,
form a mini-monarchy, and develop a modern society on par with
twenty-first-century humans. A final act pulls us across time and
space in the search for clues to the origins of the Puramus. Along
the way, humor and intrigue abound: Can King defend his village
when nobody understands what war is? Will Jingle work up the
nerve to read her poetry at open mic night? Will Puff Puff ever stop
floating? Based on the Tumblr comic, We Are Here Forever is for fans
of post-apocalyptic sci fi blended with dry humor and undeniable
adorableness. Colorful and cartoony art will have you rooting for
these cute critters through their absurd adventures, but are they
really as harmless as they seem?
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MICHELLE GISH is a designer and graphic

artist who studied packaging design and illustration
at Temple University. She works as a designer at
WeVeel LLC, a toy and stationery company in the
Philadelphia area. This is her first book.
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After the
apocalypse,
it’s survival
of the cutest!
Subject:

ISBN 978-1-68369-120-4

Comics and Graphic Novels Humorous

$14.99 USD

Humor - Form Comic Strips and Cartoons
Comics and Graphic Novels Science Fiction

All rights available.

Publication Date:
July, 2019

51/2 x 85/8, landscape,
224 pages, 4c paperback
Age Range: 14 and up
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Bites of Terror
Ten Frightfully Delicious Tales
By Cuddles and Rage

Tuck into these darkly funny horror stories served as an utterly
unforgettable graphic novel of hand-sculpted dioramas.
The Cake Creeper cordially invites you to a delicious and diabolical
feast . . . where he’ll serve you a slice of tasty terror. Enter the world
of Bites of Terror, a gleefully macabre anthology of cautionary tales.
Meet an ice-cream cone who regrets a wish granted by a sinister
salesman, a quarantined strawberry trying to escape a deathly mold
outbreak, and a widowed watermelon dying to regrow her husband
from a seed. In the tradition of Tales from the Crypt and other classic
horror comics, Bites of Terror presents a tasty combination of horror
and humor that reflects the human condition.
Liz Reed and Jimmy Reed are the husband-andwife team behind CUDDLES AND RAGE , a
world of disturbingly cute stories. What began as
a webcomic featuring doodles and dioramas of
anthropomorphic food has grown to include books,
animation,YOUNG
and product design.
Their work
has been featured by
ADULT
NONFICTION
Nerdist, the Washington Post, NPR, HelloGiggles, and SparkLife, and
they’ve created content for Netflix, TLC, Science Channel, and
AwesomeCon. They live and work in the DC area.
Author photo credit: Laurie Keith

PRAISE FOR BITES OF TERROR

“A genre blend carefully considered, and seemingly designed for
the movies weirdos that skulk the darkest corners of eBay on the
hunt for out-of-print DVDs and even the more sordid VHS. It deals
in the grim of humanity but never loses itself to its misery.”
—Film School Rejects
“Playfully morbid...Filled with color and great artistic detail.”
—Book Riot
—The Free Lance-Star

“Funny and inventive.”

“An absolute blast for those of us with very specific sensibilities...
every page is clever and appealing, and every story is worth its salt.”
—Forever Young Adult

Subject:

ISBN 978-1-68369-164-8

Humor - Form Comic Strips and Cartoons

$14.99 USD

Comics and Graphic Novels Humorous
Comics and Graphic Novels Horror
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Rights Sold: All world rights
available.

Publication Date:
March 24, 2020

7½ x 10, 144 pages,
4c paperback
Age Range: 14 and up
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The Fangirl’s Guide
to the Universe

The Fangirl’s Guided
Journal for Leveling Up

A Handbook for Girl Geeks

Conquer Your Life Through Fandom

This handbook for teensw living the nerdy life presents a fun and
feminist take on the often male-dominated world of geekdom. With
delightful illustrations and an unabashed love for all the ins and
outs of geek culture, this book is packed with tips, playthroughs,
and cheat codes, including:

Fandom is an excellent way to discover who you really are. With this
guided journal full of prompts, interviews, and illustrations, you can
examine your current fandoms, explore new ones, and even push
the boundaries of your own creativity. Start your very own transformative works with prompts for fanfic and fanart, fill checklists
for what to watch or read next, learn definitions of fandom terms,
and read wisdom from your favorite geeky gals.

•
•
•
•
•

How to make nerdy friends
How to rock cosplay
How to write fanfic with feels
How to defeat internet trolls
How to attend your first con

The Fangirl's Journal encourages you to be your very best, strongest,
loudest, and nerdiest self--and helps you figure out exactly who that
might be along the way.

All that plus insightful interviews with fangirl faves, from Jane Espenson, Erin Morgenstern, and Kate Beaton to Ashley Eckstein,
Laura Vandervoort, and Beth Revis—and many others.

ISBN 978-1-68369-231-7
$15.99 USD
51/2 x 71/2, 304 pages,
4c hardcover

Publication Date:
October 27, 2020
All world rights available

ISBN 978-1-68369-219-5
$14.99 USD
6 x 81/2, 160 pages,
4c hardcover

Publication Date:
October 27, 2020
All world rights available

Word Count: 50,000
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Wonder Women

Girl Squads

25 Innovators, Inventors, and Trailblazers
Who Changed History

20 Female Friendships
That Changed History

Smart women have always been able to achieve amazing things, even
when the odds were stacked against them. In Wonder Women, author
Sam Maggs tells the stories of the brilliant, brainy, and totally rad
women in history who broke barriers as scientists, engineers, mathematicians, adventurers, and inventors. Plus, interviews with real-life
women in STEM careers, an extensive bibliography, and a guide to
women-centric science and technology organizations—all to show
the many ways the geeky girls of today can help to build the future.

A modern girl is nothing without her squad of best friends. But
don’t let all the hashtags fool you: the #girlsquad goes back a long,
long time. In this hilarious and heartfelt book, geek girl Sam Maggs
takes you on a tour of some of history’s most famous female BFFs
Spanning art, science, politics, activism, and even sports, these girl
squads show just how essential female friendship has been throughout
history and throughout the world. Maggs brings her signature wit and
warmth as she pays tribute to the enduring power of the girl squad.
Fun, feisty, and delightful to read—with empowering illustrations by
artist Jenn Woodall—it’s the perfect gift for your BFF.

SAM MAGGS is an associate writer for BioWare and the best-selling author of The Fangirl’s Guide to the Galaxy and Wonder

Women, both published by Quirk Books. Sam has been an editor for the geek girl culture site The Mary Sue and has been
published across the web and in other books about gaming and genre.

ISBN 978-1-59474-925-4
$16.99 USD
5 x 71/2, 240 pages,
2c hardcover with jacket
Word Count: Approx
50,000 words
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Publication Date:
October 2016

ISBN 978-1-68369-072-6

Rights Sold: Dutch (ROSE
Stories), Indonesian
(Gramedia), Portuguese in
Brazil (Primavera), Turkish
(Butik)

5 x 71/2, 240 pages,
2c hardcover with jacket,
lightly illustrated throughout

Publication Date:
October 2018

$16.99 USD

Rights Sold: Korean
(Humanist Publishing Group)

Word Count: Approx
40,000 words
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Girls Resist!
A Guide to Activism, Leadership,
and Starting a Revolution
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By KaeLyn Rich

Girls Resist! is a stylish, relevant, timely activism handbook that speaks
to teen girl readers like the intelligent and passionate people they are.
In this age of political teen bloggers and young adult celebrities frankly
discussing topics like sexism and racism, young women are more engaged, excited, and fired up than ever—but they also need guidance.
Globally-relevant topics not tied to any one country’s political system
will include picking a cause, fundraising, networking, and protesting.
Plenty of space will be devoted to teen-specific topics like having
tough talks with unsupportive family members, campaigning for
representatives when you’re too young to vote, and best practices for
being effective (and safe!) while raising awareness on social media.
Plus, an attractive design will make this as much a self-purchase as
a gift, fitting perfectly between magazines and YA novels on a teen
girl’s shelf.
KAELYN RICH is a staff writer for popular queer

women’s website Autostraddle.com. A queer feminist, direct action organizer, and sexuality educator, she is the Assistant Advocacy Director of the
American Civil Liberties Union of New York and
the former community affairs coordinator for Planned Parenthood
of Central and Western New York. She lives with her spouse, their
new baby, and a house full of pets.

• Named one of the Wall Street Journal’s picks
for teen activism
• “Likely to become a go-to resource for young
activists.”—Publishers Weekly, starred review
• “Rousing and truthful…Rich is real with readers
in a way that’s refreshing…A smart tool to fight
inequity.”—Booklist

Subject:

ISBN 978-1-68369-059-9

Young Adult Nonfiction Girls & Women

$14.99 USD

Young Adult Nonfiction Social Topics - Civil &
Human Rights
Young Adult Nonfiction Social Science - Politics
& Government

51/2 x 71/2, 208 pages,
2c paperback with flaps,
lightly illustrated,
throughout

Rights Sold: Indonesian
(Gramedia), Hungarian
(Studium Plusz), Japanese
(Shobunsha), Korean
(Urikyoyuk), Polish (Nowa
Basn), Portuguese (Zero a
Oito)

Publication Date:
August, 2018

Word Count: Approx
40,000 words
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